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Welcome to our sixth survey on
investment management fees
which explores the fee paradox
– managers’ fees rates are down,
but investors are paying more.

At a glance summary

Mediocre performance is rewarded with a substantial fee increase
For most investors, even if your manager has delivered index-like performance, the total cost of investing
has risen substantially due to the strength of investment markets. For example, for managers of £50m
mandates, that delivered index-like returns, the typical fee increase (since our 2011 survey) was:

£262k

£281k

70%

89%

Global equity
manager

UK property
manager

Average fee rates are mostly down
Of the median
fee rates for
the most
popular 22
asset classes
covered in
our survey
(compared
to our 2011
survey):

8

13
Fallen
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Increased Unchanged

Are the managers who
charge more worth it?
Our analysis has shown
that there is not a
noticeable link between
charging a higher fee
and delivering better
performance.
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£40k
27%

UK corporate
bond manager

Reported transaction costs show a
lack of consistency

£380k
£380k was the difference between the minimum
and maximum transaction costs reported by UK
equity managers managing £50m mandates.

Total costs for a £50m investment
- highest and lowest

£590k (1.2%)

UK property

£38k (0.08%)
Passive UK equity

At a glance summary
continued

Costs have a huge effect on
outcomes over the long-term

£9.9m
For £50m invested over the past 20 years in
UK equities, the average active manager would
have received £9.9m more in fees than a passive
manager.

£18m
This fee differential would have led to an
£18m difference in the portfolio value today.

If you don’t ask, you don’t get

Benchmarking alone won’t reduce fees, but
asking and negotiating might. In the full report
we look at a case study of the approach taken
by our client who reduced their fees by 20%.

Prices, profits and performance –
the FCA get tough
The FCA is concerned about investors not
getting value for money from the asset
management industry. They reviewed fees,
profits, performance and the industry’s
structure.

DC platforms can offer benefits
over accessing funds directly

£5.5k

lower fee (a 30%
discount) to access a
passive global equity
fund via a DC platform,
when investing £10m
in the fund.

36%
is the average profit
margin for the asset
management sector
(vs UK average of 16%).

43%
of all assets managed
by UK asset managers
is for UK pension funds
and other institutional
investors.

As well as exploring key issues and trends with investment fees,
our investment management fees survey is a useful resource
to help benchmark existing manager fee arrangements,
negotiate fee levels and compare fees for investment manager
appointments.

Access the full LCP investment
management fees survey
report here
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Contact us
For further information please contact our team.

Matt Gibson - Partner and
head of investment research

Rebecca Stanton - Analyst

matt.gibson@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 7432 6755

rebecca.stanton@lcp.uk.com

+44 (0)20 3824 7255

Mark Nicoll - Partner
mark.nicoll@lcp.uk.com
+44 (0)20 7432 0661

Download a copy of the full LCP investment management fees survey report here
For further information about investment management fees and LCP’s investment manager research please contact Matt Gibson, or the
partner who normally advises you.
For printed copies of the report, please contact Nelly Geudin on +44 (0)20 7432 6710 or email enquiries@lcp.uk.com.
This report may be reproduced in whole or in part, without permission, provided prominent acknowledgement of the source is given.
Although every effort is made to ensure that the information in this report is accurate, Lane Clark & Peacock LLP accepts no responsibility
whatsoever for any errors or omissions, or for the actions of third parties.
The purpose of the report is to highlight the investment management fees payable across different asset classes. This report and
the information it contains should not be relied upon as advice from LCP. Specific professional advice should be sought to reflect an
individual pension fund’s circumstances.

At LCP, our experts provide clear, concise advice focused on your needs. We use innovative technology
to give you real time insight & control. Our experts work in pensions, investment, insurance, energy and
employee benefits.
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